Within the US, metastatic breast cancer is the second leading cause of death in women with an approximate 90% mortality rate [1]. Of the three major sites afflicted by these metastases (bone 78%, lung 35% and liver 20%[2]), the most difficult to access for in vivo, intravital optical imaging is the lung. While PET, MRI and CT are able to provide clinicians with a view into the lung, their low resolution limits their use to later stages of the disease progression: the smallest detectable metastases already consist of thousands of cells. Observation of the earliest metastatic seeding events, and their dynamics at the single cell level, is impossible with these modalities and can only be accomplished by optical microscopy.
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The use of high resolution in vivo optical imaging within the primary tumor has proven to be crucial to understanding the metastatic cascade, allowing direct quantification of single-cell and sub-cellular parameters (e.g. directional migration, turning frequency and persistence, velocity, protrusiveness, type of protrusion, etc.), as well as interactions between tumor cells and host cells. Finally, high resolution imaging is critical for understanding tumor cell behavior in lung due to the fine structure of the capillary bed.
Though recent developments have made intact optical imaging of the lung possible [3, 4] , the full resolution of optical microscopy in this tissue has not been attained, with these prior reports focusing on either pulmonary dynamics or the surveillance of the lung by immune cells. The requirements for these studies are different than for imaging cancer growth and motility where subcellular resolution is required to image cell division, organelle content, protrusion and cellular dynamics [5] rather than large fields of view used to capture cells with high velocities.
In this work, we present a unique combination of technologies designed to attain the highest resolution intravital images possible in the living murine lung. These optimizations consist of several existing and several novel technologies including: optimized PMT amplification, objective lens selection, GVD compensation, point averaging, and tissue immobilization. Using these technologies, we have been able to image the early steps of tumor cell homing to the lungs as well as the beginnings of tumor cell- 
